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Observation
Test started failing since SLE15-SP3 BCL updates repo in SCC used the expected path.
Repos for SP1 and SP2 are fixed.
Synced repos into OSD need to use the expected path.
For more details see: https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1176308
Wrong
SLE-15-SP3-Product-SLES-BCL-POOL-x86_64-Build23.1-Media1
Expected
SLE-15-SP3-BCL-Product-SLES-POOL-x86_64-Build23.1-Media1

Reproducible
Fails in scenario sle-15-SP3-Online-x86_64-bcl-product@64bit
Current occurrence 23.1
Always latest result in this scenario: latest
History
#1 - 2020-09-11 14:28 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated
#2 - 2020-09-14 10:25 - riafarov
I believe that we should be able to fix it by editing
https://gitlab.suse.de/openqa/openqa-trigger-from-ibs-plugin/-/blob/master/xml/SUSE:SLE-15.xml#L32
What is still strange is that BCL doesn't follow naming convention other products have. From the bug doesn't look like it will be fixed, but at least we
are sure that meta data matches path now.
#3 - 2020-09-14 15:10 - riafarov
- Assignee set to riafarov
As a result of the discussion, we should fix that on proxy SCC side, that we parse part of the product name where we normally expect only version, as
in case of bcl, it's .../15-SP3-BCL/.... Renaming on sync side would also work, but there we have consistent solution and sync part works as per
design, so better to fix it in the right place, as we might need it for other products too.
#4 - 2020-09-15 08:52 - szarate
riafarov wrote:
As a result of the discussion, we should fix that on proxy SCC side, that we parse part of the product name where we normally expect only
version, as in case of bcl, it's .../15-SP3-BCL/.... Renaming on sync side would also work, but there we have consistent solution and sync part
works as per design, so better to fix it in the right place, as we might need it for other products too.
indeed, I'll close the pr then
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#5 - 2020-09-15 11:41 - riafarov
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Target version set to SLE 15 SP3
https://github.com/SUSE/scc-qa-proxy/pull/40
#6 - 2020-09-16 10:54 - riafarov
- Category changed from Bugs in existing tests to Infrastructure
- Target version deleted (SLE 15 SP3)
So it works now: https://openqa.suse.de/tests/4695780# but somehow only deployed to hydra: http://all-34.1.qa-proxy-hydra.scc.suse.de
proxy.scc.suse.de still has old version, so bcl doesn't work there.
#7 - 2020-09-16 11:50 - riafarov
- Subject changed from [u][y] test fails in scc_registration - update repos for BCL product where wrong until SP3, synced repos into OSD needs to use
the expected path to [u] test fails in scc_registration - update repos for BCL product where wrong until SP3, synced repos into OSD needs to use the
expected path
- Assignee deleted (riafarov)
#8 - 2020-09-23 12:54 - riafarov
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
- Assignee set to riafarov
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/4717903
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